Abstract. In this note, we develop a theory of multiplicities of roots for polynomials over hyperfields and use this to provide a unified and conceptual proof of both Descartes' rule of signs and Newton's "polygon rule".
Introduction
Given a real polynomial p ∈ R[T ], Descartes' rule of signs provides an upper bound for the number of positive (resp. negative) real roots of p in terms of the signs of the coefficients of p. Specifically, the number of positive real roots of p (counting multiplicities) is bounded above by the number of sign changes in the coefficients of p(T ), and the number of negative roots is bounded above by the number of sign changes in the coefficients of p(−T ).
Another classical "rule", which is less well known to mathematicians in general but is used quite often in number theory, is Newton's polygon rule. This rule concerns polynomials over fields equipped with a valuation, which is a function v : K → R ∪ {∞} satisfying An example is the p-adic valuation v p on Q, where p is a prime number, given by the formula v p (s/t) = ord p (s) − ord p (t), where ord p (n) is the maximum power of p dividing a nonzero integer n.
Another example is the T -adic valuation v T on k(T ), for any field k, given by v T ( f /g) = ord T ( f ) − ord T (g), where ord T ( f ) is the maximum power of T dividing a nonzero polynomial f ∈ k[T ].
Given a field K, a valuation v on K, and a polynomial p ∈ K[T ], Newton's polygon rule provides an upper bound for the number of roots (again counting multiplicities) of p having a given valuation s in terms of the valuations of the coefficients of p. In this case, the rule is more complicated than in the case K = R; the upper bound ν s (p) is the length of the projection to the x-axis of the unique segment of the Newton polygon of p having slope −s (if such a segment exists), or zero (if no such segment exists). (See Definition 1.15 for a definition of the Newton polygon of p.) If p splits into linear factors over K, the upper bound provided by Newton's rule is in fact an equality.
The purpose of this note is to provide a conceptual unification of these two similarlooking, and yet seemingly rather different, upper bounds via the theory of hyperfields.
Hyperfields are a generalization of fields where addition is allowed to be multi-valued. Given a hyperfield F and a polynomial p over F (by which we simply mean a formal expression of the form ∑ n i=0 c i T i with c i ∈ F), we will define what it means for an element a ∈ F to be a root of p, and more generally we will define the multiplicity of a as a root of p. We denote this multiplicity by mult a (p).
In the case of the hyperfield of signs S, we will find that the multiplicity of 1 as a root of p ∈ S[T ] is just the number of sign changes in the coefficients of p. And in the case of the tropical hyperfield T, we will see that the multiplicity of s as a root of p ∈ T[T ] is precisely ν s (p).
Moreover, if K is a field (considered as a hyperfield), f : K → F is a hyperfield homomorphism, and p ∈ K[T ] is a polynomial, our definition of multiplicities will imply that the multiplicity of a ∈ F as a root of f (p) is at least the sum of the multiplicities mult b (p) over all preimages b ∈ f −1 (a). Applying this fact to the natural homomorphism sign : R → S will yield Descartes' rule of signs, and given a valuation v on a field K (which is the same thing as a homomorphism from K to T) we will recover Newton's polygon rule.
Content overview. In section 1, we explain the overall idea behind our simultaneous proof of Descartes' rule of signs and Newton's polygon rule. In section 2, we give a rigorous definition of hyperfields and a proof of Lemma A and Proposition B. The above-mentioned interpretation of the multiplicities of roots over the hyperfield of signs is established in section 3, and for the tropical hyperfield this is worked out in section 4.
In Appendix A, we investigate different possible notions of "polynomial algebra" over a hyperfield F. We argue that while the older theory of "additive-multiplicative hyperrings" leads to a rather badly behaved notion, the second author's theory of ordered blueprints furnishes an efficient and satisfying (at least from a categorical perspective) theory of polynomial algebras over hyperfields. We also discuss how the theory described in the body of this paper generalizes neatly to ordered blue fields which satisfy a "reversibility" axiom.
Statement of the main results
Introduction to hyperfields. The notion of an algebraic structure in which addition is allowed to be multi-valued goes back to Frédéric Marty, who introduced hypergroups in the mid 1930's. Later on, in the mid 1950's, Marc Krasner introduced hyperrings and hyperfields, which were used and further developed by Murray Marshall, Oleg Viro, and others. There was a resurgence of interest in hyperrings and hyperfields around 2010 when Alain Connes and Caterina Consani advocated for their utility in connection with "geometry over the field of one element" and the Riemann hypothesis. There now seems to be a reappraisal of sorts going on within the math community of the "bias" against multi-valued operations. As Viro writes in [12] : "Krasner, Marshall, Connes and Consani and the author came to hyperfields for different reasons, motivated by different mathematical problems, but we came to the same conclusion. . . hyperrings and hyperfields are great, very useful and very underdeveloped in the mathematical literature. . . Probably, the main obstacle for hyperfields to become a mainstream notion is that a multivalued operation does not fit to the tradition of set-theoretic terminology, which forces to avoid multivalued maps at any cost. I believe the taboo on multivalued maps has no real ground, and eventually will be removed. Hyperfields. . . are legitimate algebraic objects related in many ways to the classical core of mathematics. . . "
We hope that the present paper provides further evidence for the utility and unifying power of hyperfields.
We already mentioned that hyperfields are a generalization of fields where addition is allowed to be multi-valued. Somewhat more precisely, in a hyperfield F addition is replaced by a hyperoperation ⊞ , which is a map ⊞ : F × F −→ P(F) into the power set P(F) of F. The multiplication and hyperaddition operations on F are required to satisfy various axioms, the most non-obvious of which is that there should be a distinguished neutral element 0 ∈ F such that for each x ∈ F, there is a unique −x ∈ F such that 0 ∈ x ⊞ (−x). We will give a more precise definition in section 2; for now we content ourselves with some examples.
The three most important examples of hyperfields, for the purposes of this paper, are the following:
• Every field K is tautologically a hyperfield by defining a ⊞ b = {a + b}.
• The hyperfield of signs S consists of three elements {0, 1, −1} with the usual multiplication and hyperaddition characterized by the rules 1 ⊞ 1 = {1}, −1 ⊞ − 1 = {−1} and 1 ⊞ − 1 = {0, 1, −1}.
• The tropical hyperfield 1 T has for its underlying set R ∪ {∞}. Multiplication in T is given by addition of (extended) real numbers, and hyperaddition is defined as follows: if a = b then a ⊞ b = min(a, b), while a ⊞ a = {c ∈ R : c a} ∪ {∞}. The hyperinverse of x is equal to x for all x ∈ T. The following hyperfields will also be used later on to give some examples and counterexamples:
• The Krasner hyperfield K consists of two elements {0, 1} with the usual multiplication and hyperaddition characterized by the rule 1 ⊞ 1 = {0, 1}.
• The weak hyperfield of signs W consists of three elements {0, 1, −1} with the usual multiplication and hyperaddition characterized by the rules 1 ⊞ 1 = −1 ⊞ − 1 = {1, −1} and 1 ⊞ − 1 = {0, 1, −1}.
1 The tropical hyperfield is so-named because the kind of algebra in which one replaces the product of two numbers with their sum and the sum of two numbers with their minimum is called tropical algebra. (The adjective "tropical" is in honor of the Hungarian-born Brazilian mathematician Imre Simon, a pioneer in the field.) Tropical algebra and its geometric counterpart -tropical geometry -are now thriving areas of mathematics, see e.g. [8] .
• The phase hyperfield P has for its underlying set S 1 ∪{0}, where S 1 = {e iθ ∈ C | 0 θ < 2π} is the complex unit circle. Multiplication on P is deduced from the multiplication on C, and hyperaddition is characterized by the following rules:
Remark 1.1. All six of these examples are special cases of a general construction of hyperfields as quotients of fields by a multiplicative subgroup. Let K be a field and let G be a subgroup of K × . Then the quotient K/G of K by the action of G by (left) multiplication carries a natural structure of a hyperfield: we have (K/G) × = K × /G as an abelian group and
for any prime p 7 with p ≡ 3 (mod 4). The tropical hyperfield T is also a special case of the quotient construction: if K is any field endowed with a surjective valuation v :
There are examples of hyperfields which do not arise from the construction given in Remark 1.1; see [10] . (
Roots and multiplicities. If p(T ) = ∑
. . , n − 1, and c n = d n−1 . If F is a hyperfield, then in order to define what it means to be a root of a polynomial over F we will generalize conditions (1) and (2 ′ ) by replacing sums with hypersums.
Lemma A. Let c 0 , . . ., c n ∈ F. The following are equivalent for an element a ∈ F:
We write 0 ∈ p(a) if (1) is satisfied, and p
We will give a proof of Lemma A in section 2. 
Lemma A motivates the following definition: Definition 1.4. Let c 0 , . . . , c n ∈ F. An element a ∈ F is a root of the polynomial p = ∑ n i=0 c i T i if it satisfies either of the equivalent conditions (1) or (2) . We define the multiplicity mult a (p) of a as a root of p in terms of a simple recursion as follows.
Note that when F = K is a field, mult a (p) is just the usual multiplicity of a as a root of p. Remark 1.6. The idea to define roots of polynomials over hyperfields using (1) is due to Viro, cf. [13] . However, we believe that Lemma A and the definition of mult a (p) in Definition 1.5 are new to this paper.
Homomorphisms of hyperfields. (1) The function sign : R → S taking a real number to its sign is a homomorphism of hyperfields. 
) and p splits into a product of linear factors over K, then we have equality in (1).
We will give a proof of Proposition B in section 2. 
, and p ∈ (T − 1)(T − 1).) Such "pathological" behavior does not happen when F is a field or when F = K, S, or T; in these cases, ∑ a∈F mult a (p) d for every polynomial p over F by Remarks 1.11, 1.12, and 1.17 below. Remark 1.10 (An even more pathological example). A nonzero polynomial p over a hyperfield F can have infinitely many roots, in which case ∑ a∈F mult a (p) = ∞. For example, take F = P to be the phase hyperfield and let p(T ) = T 2 + T + 1. Then a = e iθ is a root of p for all π/2 < θ < 3π/2. Remark 1.11. If p(T ) = c r T r + c r+1 T r+1 + · · · + c n T n is a polyomial over the Krasner hyperfield K where we assume that c r , c n = 0, then one checks easily that mult 0 (p) = r and mult 1 (p) = n − r.
Multiplicities over the sign hyperfield and Descartes' rule of signs. Let p(T ) = ∑ c i T i be a polynomial over the sign hyperfield S, so that all coefficients are 0, 1 or −1. We define the number of sign changes in the coefficients of p as
The following result will be proved in section 3.
Remark 1.12. We leave it as an easy exercise for the reader to verify, using Theorem C and the fact that −1 is a root of p(T ) if and only if 1 is a root of
As a consequence of Theorem C and Proposition B, we obtain a new proof of Descartes' rule of signs. Proof. Since neither ∑ a>0 mult a (p) nor σ p changes if we multiply f by a nonzero real number, we can assume that f is monic. By Theorem C, σ p = mult 1 p . Since sign(a) = 1 if and only if a > 0, Proposition B implies
which establishes the first part of the theorem. The assertion regarding equality when p splits into a product of linear factors over R follows from Proposition B and Remark 1.12.
For the last part of the theorem, see Remark 1.13. ǫ and 2δ, counted with multiplicities, is even and equal to the number of positive roots of p. If c m > 0, the number of sign changes of p is also even, and thus the difference between the two numbers is even. If c m < 0, the same argument shows that both numbers are odd, and thus the difference is also even in this case. Remark 1.14. For any polynomialp ∈ S[T ] there exists a polynomial p ∈ R[T ] with sign(p) =p such that the number of positive (resp. negative) real roots of p (counting multiplicities) is equal to mult 1 (p) (resp. mult −1 (p)), cf. [5] . So the bound given by our Proposition B when the homomorphism in question is sign : R → S is tight in a particularly strong sense.
It would be interesting to characterize the hyperfield homomorphisms f : K → F with the property that for anyp over F, there exists a polynomial
Tropical multiplicities and Newton's polygon rule. More vividly, imagine the points (i, c i ) as nails sticking out from the plane and attach a long piece of string with one end nailed to (x 0 , y 0 ) = (0, c 0 ) and the other end free. Rotate the string counter-clockwise until it meets one of the nails; this will be the next vertex (x 1 , y 1 ) of the Newton polygon. As we continue rotating, the segment L 1 of string between (x 0 , y 0 ) and (x 1 , y 1 ) will be fixed. Continuing to rotate the string in this manner until the string catches on the point (x t , y t ) = (n, c n ) yields the Newton polygon of p.
Thus NP( f ) is a finite union L 1 , . . . , L t of line segments, each with a different slope. We let s j be the negative of the slope of L j and we denote by λ j the length of the projection of L j to the x-axis. Finally, for s ∈ R we define ν s (p) to be 0 if s = s j for all j = 1, . . .,t, and otherwise we set ν s (p) = λ j , where L j is the unique segment of NP( f ) with s j = s. 
The following result will be proved in section 4. 
Thus the first claim of the theorem. If p splits into linear factors, then we deduce from this inequality and Remark 1.17 that
and thus equality throughout, which establishes the second claim of the theorem. It would be interesting to find other useful applications of Proposition B besides Descartes' rule and Newton's polygon rule.
Hyperfields
To give a rigorous definition of hyperfields, we first define a binary hyperoperation on a set G to be a map
If ⊞ is both commutative and associative, we can define the hypersum ⊞ n i=1 a i for all n 2 and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ G by the recursive formula
A commutative hypergroup is a set G endowed with a commutative and associative binary hyperoperation ⊞ and a distinguished element 0 ∈ G such that for all a, b, c ∈ G:
(neutral element) (HG2) There is a unique element −a in G such that 0 ∈ a ⊞ (−a).
(inverses) (HG3) a ∈ b ⊞ c if and only if −b ∈ (−a) ⊞ c.
(reversibility) A hyperfield is a set F together with a binary operation ·, a binary hyperoperation ⊞ , and distinguished elements 0 and 1 such that for all a, b, c ∈ F:
We illustrate the utility of the hyperfield axioms with the following proof of Lemma A: for i = 2, . . . , n − 1, and 0 ∈ e n−1 ⊞ c n a n .
Let d 0 , . . . , d n−1 ∈ F be the unique elements satisfying c 0 = −ad 0 and e i = −d i a i+1 . Then the above relations can be rewritten as
. . , n − 1, and − d n−1 a n = −c n a n .
(Here we use the fact that, by (HG2), 0 ∈ e n−1 ⊞ c n a n if and only if e n−1 = −c n a n .)
These relations can be brought into the form in which they appear in (2) by first multiplying each of them by −a −i and then using the reversibility axiom (HG3) to exchange the terms d i and −c i .
We also give the promised proof of Proposition B:
Proof of Proposition B. Let a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ K be not necessarily distinct elements such that
. Define q 1 = p and for i = 1, . . . , n, define the polynomial
To prove the proposition, assume that p(a 1 ) = . . . = p(a n ) = b and that there is no a ∈ K such that f (a) = b and q n+1 (a) = 0, i.e., that a 1 , . . . , a n are all of the roots of p (counted with multiplicities) having f (a i ) = b.
By the definition of a homomorphism of hyperfields, the relations q i = (T − a i )q i+1 imply that q i ∈ (T − b)q i+1 over F, where q i is the image of q i under f . Thus the sequence of the q i certifies that mult b (p) is at least n. This proves the first part of the proposition.
If p splits into linear factors and ∑ b∈F mult b (p) deg p, then the first assertion of the proposition implies that
and thus equality holds throughout. Therefore
Multiplicities over the hyperfield of signs
Our goal in this section is to prove Theorem C. 
where we use the inductive hypothesis for the second equality and the definition of mult 1 (p) for the last equality.
We proceed with showing that the maximum of the values σ(q) with p ∈ (T − 1)q is σ(p) − 1. Let q = ∑ d i T i be a polynomial over S such that p ∈ (T − 1)q. This means that deg q = deg p − 1 and Before explaining the inductive step, we begin with some preliminary observations which allow us to simplify the situation and limit the number of cases that we have to consider. Namely, if 0 = c i = −c i+1 and 0
and σ i (q) = σ i+1 (q). Thus we do not change the values of σ i (p) and σ i (q) if we omit c i+1 and d i+1 from the sequences c n , . . ., c i and d n−1 , . . . , d i . Therefore we may assume without loss of generality that this situation does not occur. We may similarly assume that c 0 = 0, since otherwise d 0 = −c 0 = 0 and thus σ 0 (p) = σ 1 (p) and σ 0 (q) = σ 1 (q).
These assumptions and the relation p ∈ (T − 1)q have the following consequences for i = 0, . . . , n − 1:
But this situation is excluded by our assumptions. 
This concludes the proof of our claim. Note that σ(p) = σ 0 (p) and σ(q) = σ 0 (q). Since d 0 = −c 0 and q was chosen arbitrarily with respect to the property p ∈ (T − 1)q, this shows that
To complete the proof of the theorem, we have to show that there is a q 0 with p ∈ (T − 1)q 0 and σ(q 0 ) + 1 = σ(p). We define q 0 = ∑ d i T i as follows. Let k be the number such that c 0 = . . . = c k = −c k+1 , and define
if c i+1 = 0 and i > k;
We leave the easy verification that p ∈ (T − 1)q 0 and σ(q 0 ) + 1 = σ(p) to the reader.
Multiplicities of tropical roots
Our goal in this section is to prove Theorem D. Our proof is based on a hyperfield version (Theorem 4.1 below) of the so-called "Fundamental theorem of tropical algebra" (cf. Lemma 4.2). Let p = ∑ c i T i be a monic polynomial of degree n over T and let a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ T. We write p ∈ ∏(T + a i ) if (1) There is a unique sequence a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ T, up to permutation of the indices, such that p ∈ ∏(T + a i ).
(2) For every a ∈ T, we have equalities
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1. The main idea of the proof is to consider polynomials over the tropical hyperfield T as functions from the tropical semifield R to itself, and to compare the hyperfield and semifield perspectives.
As a set, R = R ∪ {∞} is equal to T, and they have the same multiplication as well: the product ab ∈ R is defined as the sum of the corresponding extended real numbers. The difference between R and T appears in the addition law: the sum of two elements a and b of R is defined as min{a, b}, which is an element of R, opposed to the subset a ⊞ b of T.
To avoid confusion between tropical addition and usual addition (i.e., tropical multiplication!), we will adhere strictly to the following conventions. We denote elements of T by  a, b, c, d and elements of R by a, b, c, d . Given an element a ∈ T, we write a if we consider it as an element of R. We keep the previously established notations for T, i.e. the hypersum of a and b is denoted by a ⊞ b and their product by ab. We denote the tropical sum of two elements a and b of R by min{a, b} and their tropical product by a + b. We write i · a for the i-fold sum a + · · · + a of a with itself.
A nontrivial polynomial p = ∑ c i T i of degree n over T defines a function
which we sometimes extend to a function R → R via p(∞) = ∞. The trivial polynomial yields the trivial function b → ∞.
We say that two polynomials p = ∑ c i T i and q = ∑ d i T i over T are functionally equivalent, denoted p = q, if they define the same function R → R. We call a function p : R → R as above a tropical (polynomial) function and denote it by p = min{c i + i · T }. The degree of p is the degree of p and p is monic if p is monic. Note that both notions are independent of the choice of the representing polynomial p. Note further that the set of tropical functions inherits the structure of a semiring from R by adding and multiplying functions valuewise.
It is well-known that every tropical function factors uniquely into a product of linear functions. This result is sometimes referred to as the fundamental theorem of tropical algebra. We sketch a proof; a more elaborate complete argument can be found in [6] . there is a unique sequence a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ R, up to a permutation of indices, such that p = ∑ n i=1 min{T, a i } as tropical functions. Proof. It is clear from the definition of p that it is a continuous, piecewise linear, concave function with integer slopes between 0 and n. Thus there are uniquely determined (not necessarily distinct) elements a 1 · · · a n a n+1 = ∞ in R such that
Lemma 4.2 (Fundamental theorem of tropical algebra). For every monic tropical function
An easy induction over these linear segments of p, beginning with b < a 1 , shows that p is functionally equivalent to ∑ n i=1 min{T, a i }, as claimed. The second equality in part 2 of Theorem 4.1 follows from the usual arguments in the theory of Newton polygons. For completeness, we include a short proof; for additional details, see e.g. [3] . T and let a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ T be such that
Lemma 4.3. Let p = ∑ c i T i be a monic polynomial of degree n over
Proof. The number #{i | a = a i } is equal to the negative of the change of slope of p = ∑ n i=1 min{T, a i } at a, which in turn is equal to min I a − max I a , where I a = i ∈ {0, . . ., n} c i + i a = p(a) . In order to explain the relation to the Newton polygon, we observe that the equation Proof. Let p = ∑ c i T i and assume that a 1 · · · a n . We define
which can be thought of as the i-th elementary symmetric polynomial evaluated at (a 1 , . . ., a n ) (with respect to the tropical addition from R, not the hyperaddition of T). Thus
The relation p ∈ ∏(T + a i ) means that c n−i s i for all i = 1, . . . , n, with equality if the minimum occurs only once among the terms a e 1 · · · a e i with 1 e 1 < · · · < e i n. This is the case if and only if a i < a i+1 .
We begin with the proof that
In order to verify the reverse inequality, we choose some a 0 min{b, a 1 } and define a n+1 = ∞. Then a k b < a k+1 for some k ∈ {0, . . ., n}. Since a k < a k+1 , we have c n−k = s k , as noted before. Therefore
This concludes the proof that p = ∑ min{T, a i }.
We continue with the reverse implication and assume that p = ∑ min{T, a i }. We need to show for k = 1, . . ., n that c n−k s k , with equality if a k < a k+1 . Choose b ∈ T such that a k b a k+1 , where we set a n+1 = ∞ as before. Then
We are left with proving the first equality in part (2) of Theorem 4.1. As a first step, we will prove the following fact. (To make sense of the case n = 1, we define the empty product of polynomials over T as {0}.) Lemma 4.5. Let p be a polynomial over T and let a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ T be such that p ∈ ∏
Proof. Note that the hypotheses of the proposition imply that p is monic of degree n 1 and that q is monic of degree n − 1. We prove the result by induction on n. If n = 1, then p = (T + a 1 ) and q = 0 is contained in the empty product.
Let n > 1. By part (1) of Theorem 4.1,
for all i = 0, . . ., n − 2. Thus p ∈ (T + a n )q implies that
. . , n − 1, where we set a ′ n = a n . Also c 0 = d 0 a n = ∏ a ′ i , and thus p ∈ ∏(T + a ′ i ). By the uniqueness of a 1 , . . . , a n such that p ∈ ∏(T + a i ) (by part (1) of Theorem 4.1), we conclude that there is a permutation σ ∈ S n−1 such that
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, consider a monic polynomial p = ∑ c i T i of degree n over T with p ∈ ∏(T + a i ) and let a ∈ T. Then ∞ ∈ p(a) if and only if the minimum appears twice among the terms c i + i · a for i = 0, . . ., n. This means that the function p : R → R has a change of slope at a, which is the case if and only if a ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a n }.
We prove that mult a (p) = #{i | a = a i } by induction on the latter quantity. If #{i | a = a i } = 0, then a / ∈ {a 1 , . . ., a n } and ∞ / ∈ p(a). Thus mult a (p) = 0, as desired. If #{i | a = a i } > 0, then a ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a n } and ∞ ∈ p(a). After relabelling the indices, we can assume that a = a n . For every polynomial q over T with p ∈ (T + a n )q, Proposition 4.5 shows that q ∈ ∏ n−1 i=1 (T + a i ). Thus the inductive hypothesis applies to q and yields
By Lemma A, there is a polynomial q 0 such that p ∈ (T + a)q 0 . Since q was arbitrary, the first inequality in the displayed equation is an equality. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Appendix A. Polynomial algebras over hyperfields
Up to this point, we have considered polynomials over a hyperfield F as formal expressions of the form ∑ c i T i with coefficients c i ∈ F. In this appendix, we explain how to make sense of such expressions as elements of a "polynomial algebra" over F, and how the definitions of roots and their multiplicities take a more conventional form in such a formulation.
In fact, we will consider two candidates for the polynomial algebra over a hyperfield: as a hyperring with multi-valued addition and multiplication, and as an ordered blueprint. These operations turn Poly(F) into an "additive-multiplicative hyperring" which has been considered in [4] , [7] , and other publications. This means that the relation p ∈ (T − a)q, as introduced in section 1, is equivalent to the relation p ∈ (T − a) q stemming from the hypermultiplication of polynomials over F.
In the case of the tropical hyperfield T, the relation p ∈ ∏(T + a i ) from section 4 is equivalent to p ∈ n i=1 (T + a i ). Indeed, by multiplying out all linear terms, we find that p ∈ In spite of these appealing interpretations of the relations p ∈ (T +a)q and p ∈ ∏(T +a i ), we view the (additive-multiplicative) polynomial hyperring Poly(F) as an object of limited utility due to the following two deficiencies.
A.2. Deficiency #1: polynomial hyperrings are not associative. The hypermultiplication of a polynomial hyperring fails to be associative in general. We show, for example, that this is the case for the polynomial algebra Poly(P) over the phase hyperfield P.
Let a = e 2πi/3 be a third root of unity in P and b = a −1 its multiplicative inverse. Since both the hyperaddition and multiplication of P are commutative, the hyperaddition and hypermultiplication of Poly(P) are commutative as well. If Poly(P) were associative, we would have an equality between (T +a) (T +b) (T +a) (T +b) and (T +a) (T +a) (T +b) (T +b) .
We will see that the quadratic terms of these products disagree. The product on the left hand side yields
where we use the identities ab
(we always write intervals in the direction of increasing angles). The product on the right hand side yields
where we use the identities a ⊞ a = {a} and b ⊞ b = {b}. Comparing the coefficients of the respective quadratic terms yields
which shows that P is not associative.
Remark A.1. The failure of to be associative stems from the failure of P to be doubly distributive. (A hyperfield F is called doubly distributive if (a ⊞ b) for all a, b, c, d ∈ F ; examples of doubly distributive hyperfields include fields, S, T, and K.) It is not hard to see that if F is doubly distributive then the hyperoperation on Poly(F) is associative.
A.3. Deficiency #2: polynomial hyperrings are not free. Polynomial hyperrings fail to satisfy the universal property of a free algebra. In fact, it appears to be the case that neither the category of hyperrings nor a suitable category of (non-associative) additivemultiplicative hyperrings possess free algebras in general. Here we assume that a morphism of additive-multiplicative hyperrings is a map f : R 1 → R 2 that preserves 0 and 1 and satisfies
Example A.2. Given the identity map S → S of the sign hyperfield and the map T → 1, we would like to extend these maps to a morphism f : A.4. Towards free algebras. One way to incorporate free (and associative) algebras over hyperfields might be to develop a theory of "partial hyperrings", as considered in [1] , which allows for such objects. In this appendix, however, we will use the more general and already developed theory of ordered blueprints to produce free algebras which satisfy the desired universal property.
In layman's terms, the passage from hyperfields to ordered blueprints consists essentially in an exchange of symbols: the relations c ∈ a ⊞ b in a hyperfield F get replaced by the relations c a +b in the associated ordered blueprint. Under the hood, the symbol refers to a partial order that is defined on the group semiring
We will outline the definition of ordered blueprints and how they allow for free algebras over hyperfields in the following. For more details, we refer the reader to [2] and [9] .
A.5. Ordered blueprints. An ordered semiring is a commutative (and associative) semiring R with 0 and 1 together with a partial order that is additive and multiplicative, i.e. a b implies a + c b + c and ac bc for all a, b, c ∈ R. Given a set S = {a i b i } of relations on R, we say that S generates the partial order on R if is the smallest additive and multiplicative partial order of R that contains S.
An ordered blueprint is an ordered semiring B + together with a multiplicative subset B • of B + that contains 0 and 1 and that generates B + as a semiring. We write B for an ordered blueprint and refer to its ambient semiring by B + and to its underlying monoid by For the purpose of this appendix, we invite the reader to think of R as the max-timesalgebra R 0 , in contrast to the min-plus-algebra R ∪ {∞} used in the main part of this paper. The negative logarithm − log : R 0 → R∪{∞} defines an isomorphism of semirings between these two models for R. Note that agrees with the natural order on R 0 and with the reversed natural order on R ∪ {∞}.
A.6. Hyperfields as ordered blueprints. The incarnation of a hyperfield F as an ordered blueprint B is as follows. Its ambient semiring is the group semiring B + = N[F × ], its underlying (multiplicative) monoid is B • = F, and its partial order is generated by all relations of the form c a + b whenever c ∈ a ⊞ b in F. We illustrate this in more detail for the main examples of hyperfields which appear in this paper.
A.6.1. Fields. Given a field K, the associated hyperaddition is defined as a ⊞ b = {a + b}. A.6.2. The tropical hyperfield. As with the tropical semifield R, we adopt the multiplicative notation from Example A.3, i.e., we identify the elements of the tropical hyperfield with R 0 and, by abuse of notation, use the letter T for the associated ordered blueprint, which can be described explicitly as follows. The ambient semiring of T is the group semiring T + = N[R >0 ] generated by the multiplicative group of positive real numbers, the underlying monoid is T • = R 0 , and the partial order is generated by the relations c a + b whenever c = max{a, b} or c a = b in R 0 .
Note that the semiring T + is not idempotent, in contrast to the tropical semifield R. Rather, it is a subsemiring of the group ring Z[R >0 ]. The connection to R is given by the identity map T • → R • between the respective underlying monoids, which extends linearly to an order-preserving surjection f : T + = N[R >0 ] → R 0 = R + of semirings, i.e., f is a morphism of ordered blueprints.
A.6.3. The sign hyperfield. As an ordered blueprint, the sign hyperfield S consists of the ambient semiring S + = N[{1, −1}], the underlying monoid S • = {0, 1, −1}, and the partial order generated by the relations 1 1 + 1, 1 1 − 1, and 0 1 − 1.
Note that 0 and 1 − 1 are distinct elements in S + .
A.9. Roots of polynomials over ordered blueprints. To close the circle of ideas, we reformulate the notions of roots and their multiplicities in our newly developed formalism and then extend these notions to a more general class of ordered blueprints than hyperfields. The proof of Lemma A makes clear the significance of the reversibility axiom (HG3) for a theory of roots and their multiplicities; its analogue for ordered blueprints is as follows. An ordered blueprint B is reversible if it contains an element ǫ with ǫ 2 = 1 such that every relation a b + r where a, b ∈ B • and r ∈ B + implies ǫb ǫa + r. As shown in [9, Lemma 5.6 .34], ǫ is uniquely determined by this property and for every element a ∈ B • there is a unique element b ∈ B • (namely b = ǫa) such that 0 a + b. (The latter property means that reversible ordered blueprints are pasteurized in the sense of [2] .) Note that the reversibility axiom (HG3) implies that the ordered blueprint associated to a hyperfield is reversible. If a is not a root of p, we say that the multiplicity mult a (p) of a is 0. If a is a root of p, we define mult a (p) = 1 + max mult a (q) p (T + ǫa)q .
This definition recovers the notion of roots and their multiplicities from Definitions 1.4 and 1.5 in the case of an ordered blueprint associated with a hyperfield F. If every nonzero element of B is multiplicatively invertible and 0 = 1, then the proof of Lemma A applies to show that a ∈ B • is the root of a polynomial p ∈ Poly(B) if and only if there is a q ∈ Poly(B) such that p (T + ǫa)q.
Proposition B also generalizes to reversible ordered blueprints, with the same proof. Let B be the ordered blueprint associated with a field K (cf. section A. 
